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 Art from the Streets
10 Bayfront Avenue 
Singapore 018956

Curated for ArtScience Museum by Street Art 
expert and writer Magda Danysz, Art from the 
Streets explores the movement’s countercultural 
beginnings and its extraordinary evolution as a 
contemporary artform.  Spanning more than 40 
years this exhibition brings together large-scale 
mural paintings, installations, videos, sketches and 
archival material from some of the most iconic 
names in the Street Art movement. To illustrate 
the vitality and diversity of the movement as it is 
now, new works by some of the leading names 
in contemporary Street Art have been commis-
sioned.  

TALK LIKE A LOCAL
Know slang from the streets.

Huh
Huh is Singapore(Singlish) slang for ‘what’. 
If you’re not too sure about a matter or 
conversation, say ‘huh’ and any Singaporean 
will understand what you mean. It’s a fun(and 
short) way to communicate!
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 Get ready to amp up your stay in the city with the most diverse cultures. Whether 
you’re visiting for work or play, we’ve got you covered with the coolest locals-only tips 
to maximise your stay. 

Clementi Brothers Rojak
449 Clementi Ave 3
Singapore 120449

Rojak is a traditional fruit and vegetable salad dish 
consumed in Singapore. The word ‘Rojak’ means 
Mixture in Malay and it is indeed a mix of shrimp 
paste and whichever fruits and salad you would 
like added into the dish. ‘Rojak’ is also a Singlish 
term you can use in your sentence to describe 
someone/something being very messy, i.e ‘Your 
work is very Rojak!’  Clementi Brothers Rojak has 
been around for a long time and you will always 
fi nd a queue there no matter the time you head 
down. Nevertheless, I would say this is one stall 
worth queuing for as they perfectly mix the dish 
and with the brothers forever serving with a smile 
on their face.

INSIDER TIP I would recommend adding on the 
dried cutterfi sh to the Rojak and more ‘You 
Tiao’(Chinese fried churro) into the mix for the 
best experience. If you’re not a fan of spicy food, 
do let them know not to add the chilli paste in!

Tippling Club
38 Tg Pagar Rd
Singapore 088461

The Tippling Club has been around for more than 
5 years with a promise to bring affordable avant-
garde to the neighbourhood in order to become 
a more fl exible, everyday dining and drinking 
destination. Pairing its award-winning cuisine with 
world-class cocktails, diners can be sure to enjoy 
an ever-evolving dining experience.

INSIDER TIP New to the menu is the world’s fi rst 
ever edible cocktail menu, in the form of cute 
gummy bears.The gummy bears are presented in 
a retro candy shop bag that comes smelling like an 
English confectionary store. The menu features 
12 new cocktails that represent our everyday 
ambitions like happiness, peace and revenge. My 
personal favorite will be Baby, which offers a cute 
baby bottle with the gummy bear. What a way to 
take getting high to a new level huh?



    

  

 

ALL NIGHT LONG
WOOBAR

This year, we are turning up the heat at 
WOOBAR by transforming three evenings 
into nights of endless gaiety with our new 
offerings. Live it up as we put a spin to 
revelry and bring the party to the island.

INSIDER TIP Drop me an email and you will 
be on the Insider Guestlist to not miss any 
of these events!
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RED HOT MESS
SKIRT
14 February 2018

Fire up the passion between you and your other 
half as we tantalise your tastebuds with a luscious 
menu of pure decadence at the boldest grill. In-
dulge in prime cuts of meat with a 4-course menu, 
available exclusively on Valentine’s Day. 

  

I LAWN FOR YOU
WET/W LAWN
14 February 2018

Back by popular demand, make this Valentine’s an 
unforgettable one as you escape into a lush green 
oasis glamping under the stars. Surrounded by 
palm trees, bask in the warm sunset glow before 
enjoying dinner served to your very own private 
tent. Cosy up with your other half and toast to a 
romantic evening. Get warmed up with a tantalis-
ing array of meats specially curated by our chefs 
and boldy prepared from live stations on the 
Lawn.

BoOm Singapore
62 Cecil Street, B1-00, TPI Building
Singapore 049710

If you’re looking for a holistic and engaging work-
out in an unintimidating environment, look no 
further as BoOm has made it’s debut. Come 
experience the fun and art of boxing, whether or 
not you’ve had prior experience with the sport. 
Incoproating the workout from boxing, get ready 
to develop strength and agility in all major muscle 
groups.Their boOm space houses a spacious 
studio for our signature 45-minute group classes, 
and another for one-on-one or small group (up 
to 4 persons) personal training sessions where 
every person is provided their own boxing bag and 
weight station.

 

  

Dahlia Dreams
18 Marina Gardens Drive 
Singapore 018953 

Head by to Gardens By The Bay to experience the 
Lunar New Year floral display featuring dahlias, ca-
mellias and more in auspicious hues of red and 
yellow. Taking inspiration from Chinese gardens, 
look out for ‘Foo Dogs’ – Chinese garden lions 
– as they greet you at the entrance, sculptures 
modelled after 2018’s zodiac animal, and palace 
lanterns brightening up the space. Also keep your 
eyes peeled for the God of Fortune, we hear he’s 
roaming the Flower Dome to spread wealth and 
prosperity.

HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS
the kitchen table
12 - 22 February 2018

Kickstart the Year of the Dog with a hearty Lunar 
New Year feast at the kitchen table. Let us take 
you right back home with a feast curated from 
the heart with classics like Cantonese Roast Duck, 
Macau Crispy Pork Belly, ginger and scallion beef 
and many more. Complete your Chinese New Year 
celebrations with Yu Sheng right here with us!

AT THE W SINGAPORE 
  


